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Abstract: We introduce a kinematic graph in this article. A kinematic graph results from structuring
the data obtained from the sampling method for sampling-based motion planning algorithms in
robotics with the motivation to adapt the method to the positioning problem of robotic manipulators.
The term kinematic graph emphasises the fact that any path computed by sampling-based motion
planning algorithms using a kinematic graph is guaranteed to correspond to a feasible motion for
the positioning of the robotic manipulator. We propose methods to combine the information from
the configuration and task spaces of the robotic manipulators to cluster the samples. The kinematic
graph is the result of this systematic clustering and a tremendous reduction in the size of the problem.
Hence, using a kinematic graph, it is possible to effectively employ sampling-based motion planning
algorithms for robotic manipulators, where the problem is defined in higher dimensions than those
for which these algorithms were developed. Other barriers that hindered adequate utilisation of such
algorithms for robotic manipulators with articulated arms, such as the non-injective surjection of the
forward kinematic function, are also addressed in the structure of the kinematic graph.

Keywords: motion planning; sampling-based motion planning algorithms; heuristic search; robotic
manipulators; open-chain mechanisms

1. Introduction

Robotic applications are fundamentally characterised by the planned motion of the
systems. Therefore, the study of motion planning algorithms has been active in the robotic
community since the early stages of robotic research. The problem of motion planning
has been dealt with both analytical and sampling-based planning approaches. Analytical
motion planning addresses the problem of the motion within both aspects of geometrical
and temporal transition [1]. This can further be seen as a one- or multi-dimensional problem.
In the field of robotics, a one-dimensional problem is suitable for planning in the space of
generalised joint coordinates of the robot, where the multi-dimensional problem deals with
the applications of motion planning in T -space of the robot. Analytical planning algorithms
have proven to be applicable for optimising the motion of the system in continuous space.
However, their success is particularly subject to preliminary parametrisation of the problem.
Moreover, in practical cases, where the task of the manipulator is defined in T -space of
the robot, they are dependent on inverse kinematic algorithms, as the robotic systems are
actually controlled in the space of generalised joint coordinates. Furthermore, checking the
collision states in O-space (O-space refers to the spatial volume occupied by the robot in all
its feasible configurations) demands knowledge of the overall configuration of the system.

The planning algorithms primarily rely on the C-space of the robotic manipulators [2,3],
as per definition, the position of every point on the structure and the entire configuration
of the robot can be represented as a point q ∈ C-space. Conventionally, motion planning
algorithms, such as optimisation-based planning (e.g., potential fields [4]) and combina-
torial planning [5] (e.g., cell decomposition [6]), are conducted on an exact and explicit
descriptions of C-space. This explicit formulation is, however, computationally expensive
and sophisticated mathematical operations are required to compute a plan. In addition,
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it renders the scalability of such algorithms to higher dimensions impractical. Moreover,
the transformation of obstacles into C-space can be very complicated and challenging [7].
Hence, these algorithms demand complex collision detection [8].

Sampling-based planning algorithm [9] circumvent the expenses of planning in explicit
descriptions of C-space by conducting simple BOOLEAN tests on samples drawn from C-
space to perform collision detection. The admissible sets of the configurations, that is, q
belonging to Cfree that results in the connection of the initial state (configuration) of the
robot to a final state (configuration), that satisfies the goal posture conditions, will result in
the path (τ: [0, 1] → Cfree). To evaluate the performance of the sampling-based planning
algorithm a common theoretical evaluation criteria is the completeness of the algorithm.
Complete algorithms report if a solution exists in a finite amount of time and return one if
there exists one [5], which can only be fulfilled by combinatorial algorithms, because they
rely on an exact description of the C-space. A weaker definition applies for sampling-based
planning algorithm, called resolution completeness, that states that the algorithm reports the
existence of the solution depending on the sampling resolution. There exists yet another
definition, probabilistic completeness, that states that the probability of finding the solution,
if there exists one, approaches to one.

The sampling of C-space can be performed through probabilistic or deterministic (regular
and irregular) techniques [5]. Due to the discrete character of the finite samples, to evaluate
the quality for representation of C-space, that is, the coverage of C-space, there is yet another
criterion to be considered, namely denseness. We handle the subject in detail in Section 1.3.2.
The samples drawn via the above-mentioned methods construct a graph G(V,E), with the
vertices V being the drawn samples and the edges E being the connectivity information of
the samples. Neighbouring and parenting methods should be defined while constructing
the graph.

Obviously, the state of research in the field of sampling-based planning algorithm has
focused mainly on the C-space of the robot. However, the tasks of the robotic systems are
defined in the T -space, being the configuration space of the task at hand. Hence, in practical
robotic problems, finding a feasible path in the T -space of the robotic manipulator is prefer-
able. Furthermore, even though sampling-based planning algorithm are of a discrete nature
and an explicit transformation of the obstacles from O-space into C-space is not necessary,
BOOLEAN collision checks should be carried out by calling the Forward Kinematics (FK)
(see Section 3.4). In addition, FK is generally surjective but not injective, and thus a pure
planning in T -space cannot guarantee a configurational collision-free motion of the robot
in O-space.

Motivation of developing the kinematic graph is, to the extent of its contribution,
to elevate the shortcomings of sampling-based planning algorithms for mechanisms with
open-chain topology, such as robotic manipulators with articulated arms, and make efficient
application of such planners in higher dimensions possible. The scope of this study limits
itself to that of the positioning problem of the manipulators, more precisely, the positioning
problem of the regional structure of the decoupled structures (see Section 1.3). In the
following, our motivation to develop the Kinematic Graph (KG) is detailed and the state-
of-the-art developments with similar motivations, i.e., the planners that utilise the T -space
information in planning, will be presented. Afterwards, the scope of this work will be
discussed using three aspects. First, we introduce the manipulator structures that can
benefit best from the structure of the proposed graph. Nevertheless, this structural spectrum
is not exhaustive and is limited to cases of the most practical manipulator structures. Then,
the subproblem of the sampling-based planning algorithm will be introduced and the
ones that are extended based on our proposed approach will be identified. Finally, we
summarise and conclude with our contributions.

1.1. Motivation

There are powerful and efficient methods developed for heuristic-based (and incre-
mental) search algorithms for efficient motion planning in lower dimensions. Examples of
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such methods are those that deal with applications of mobile robotics in dynamic environ-
ments, for instance navigation [10], and dynamic A∗ [11]. A majority of the sampling-based
planning algorithms do not use these informed search algorithms, and sacrifice cost minimi-
sation in favour of high-speed planning. Additionally, they are basically relying on random
sampling of the C-space. The main deficit of most developed sampling-based planning
algorithm is, however, that they rely merely on the C-space of the system.

In the literature, mainly the high dimensionality of the sampling-based planning
algorithm for robotic manipulators is mentioned as the basic hurdle of the extension
of these planners for the case studies of manipulation. This applies, of course, as these
algorithms are developed just taking the C-space of the systems into account and completely
ignore the essential differences of the cardinalities of the C-space and T -space of the
robotic manipulators. The tasks of the manipulators are logically defined in their T -space,
and hence, this space is best suitable to perform planning and deal with planning-related
aspects such as collision avoidance. Our hypothesis is that respecting the differences of the
cardinalities of C-space and T -space and overlaying the information from these spaces will result in
a tremendous reduction in the size of the problem and thus make sampling-based planning algorithm
an appropriate method for efficient motion planning for manipulators with open-chain topology.
The results from Section 3.2 prove the correctness of this hypothesis.

The restriction that the planning space, namely the C-space, taking into account the
non-injective surjection of the FK, imposes to sampling-based planning algorithm for the
case of manipulation problems has not been given appropriate consideration when the
planning needs to be carried out in T -space. Strictly speaking, due to the non-injective
surjection of the forward kinematics function (K : C → O), a pure planning in T -space
can guarantee neither a collision-free motion of the robot nor a feasible motion in consider-
ation of actuator limits. Hence, it is generally desirable to avoid using analytical Inverse
Kinematics (IK). Some approaches, however, attempt to find a roadmap in the layers of
multiple answers to IK by approximating the search space in these layers and performing
minimisation on distances between the intended (given) path of end-effector and the an-
swers to FK [12]. The alternatives of using the analytical IK are the numerical solutions to
IK and kinematic control schemes that prove to be very efficient [13–15]. For the former
case, the chosen solver and sensitivity of the solver to the initial guess (q ∈ C) should be
given special attention, and in the latter case, an efficient geometrical modelling of the
system is of great importance. Nevertheless, the motion to be fed into the numerical IK, the
kinematic control schemes, is to be planned purely in the T -space of the manipulator, yet
not directly consisting of the information from C-space. There are also alternatives to IK,
e.g., pseudo-IK [16], which rely on the answers from IK numerical solutions. The approach
presented in [16] also attempts to minimise the number of discontinuities in path when
mapping from T -space to C-space. The motivation behind the development of the KG is to
enable feasible planning in terms of both C-space and T -space motion, i.e., for any path that
is generated using this graph, it is guaranteed that a motion for positioning can be computed that
is kinematically feasible for the robotic manipulator to execute, i.e., no discontinuities in the path
occur.

Another motivation for the development of the KG is to exploit the advantages
of the heuristic-based search algorithms to perform efficient motion planning for the
manipulators, on the one hand, and to enable “natural” motion of the robot and to increase
the repeatability of solutions with similar initial postures and goals, on the other hand.
The matter is stated in Section 1.3.2 and discussed in detail in Section 3.

1.2. Similar Works

There have been recent attempts to utilise T -space information in sampling-based
planning problems to achieve more practical motion. Berenson et al. [17] defined the
goal region in the O-space of the robot, where the goal posture is defined, rather than
in its C-space. Two approaches based on rapidly-exploring random trees (RRT) [18] are
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implemented: one using JACOBIAN-based gradient descent toward this goal region and the
other based on a bi-directional RRT.

Cohen et al. [19] compute the heuristics in EUCLIDEAN space of T -space using breadth-
first search. This approach to computation of the heuristics has proven to also be beneficial
for avoiding collisions in cluttered environments. In this approach, the heuristics are
computed via an additional simplified search in a reduced dimension of the T -space of
the system.

Rickert et al. [20] present an approach called an exploring/exploiting tree that makes
an adjustment in sampling according to the information form O-space. This way, a balance
is realised between exploitation (enhancing existing solutions) and exploration (searching
for new solutions). The completeness of the planner is, however, traded off for computa-
tional efficiency.

To perform palletising through robotic systems, Scheurer and Zimmermann [21]
decompose the O-space into cylindrical cells and search for the collision-free path through
these cells. The path in C-space of the robot is regenerated using IK. It seems that the
feasibility of a O-space path is assumed.

A hierarchical path planner based on an exact representation of O-space for collision
avoidance in conjunction with exploration on C-space was developed by Mesesan et al. [22].

In addition, Ref. [23] introduces a hierarchical structure for encoding configuration-to-
workspace mapping information for collision checking of an enormous number of samples
during operation, enabling real-time path planning for robots.

1.3. Scope
1.3.1. Manipulator Structure

Within the scope of this article, we study the case of a motion planning problem for
robotic manipulators where the planning problem addresses either the positioning of the
end-effector of the mechanism or the positioning of a point of interest on the mechanism.
The former case is common for planar robotic manipulators or the mechanisms that are
employed to perform gantry-like manipulation, such as a Scara robot. The latter case is
common for manipulators that demonstrate decoupled structures. For the case of such
manipulators, it is a common practice in robotics to consider the positioning (the task
of the regional structure, i.e., the articulated arm) and orientation (the task of the local
structure, i.e., the wrist) problems separately but in conjunction with each other. With this
background in mind, the algorithm presented in this article addresses the problem of path
planning for regional structure. Strictly speaking, we handle the problem of the positioning
of the point of interest, but we do not treat the orientation problem in this article and leave
the detailed elaboration of this problem to our future work. We call the point of interest for
the manipulators that demonstrate decoupled structures the centre of the wrist or the centre
of the local structure and symbolise it with Pw. In the balance of this article, without loss of
generality, we consider the Pw as the point of interest, because always a wrist can be added
to manipulators built for positioning purposes. For the simulations and discussion on the
results of the planned motion, we use the structure of the open-chain robotic manipulator
designed at IGMR, named IGOR (blog.rwth-aachen.de/robotik/en/igor, visited on 19
August 2022).

The manipulators demonstrating the decoupled structures can be identified easily
based on the DENAVIT–HARTENBERG (DH) parameters [24]. There are different interpreta-
tions and extensions to DH parameters, e.g., [25,26], or some attempts to make them “less
ambiguous”, e.g., [27]. Here, we refer to the classical form of the DH parameters. That
is, the links for a multibody system with open-chain involving n bodies are numbered
0, 1, . . . , n; joint i connecting bodies i− 1 and i; and the coordinate system i is attached
to link i − 1. Overviews of the modelling of the multibody systems can be found in,
e.g., [28,29]. As a common definition of robotic manipulators with decoupled structures
(for simplicity in the indexing, and without loss of generality, let us consider the robotic
manipulators that are designed to perform six-dimensional (6D) tasks and have six bodies
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connected with six joints), the ones are meant that demonstrate a4 = a5 = d4 = 0 ([30],
Section 4.4). These systems actually do have a decoupled structure with a spherical wrist
(see, e.g., Figure 1a), and it is possible to develop analytical IK for such structures. Nonethe-
less, it is possible to extend the application of the KG for manipulators with DH parameters
a4 = a5 = 0, i.e., the ones that do not have spherical wrists (see, e.g., Figure 1b), but the
trace of the end-effector positions is left on the surface of a torus-shaped manifold centred
at the origin of the fifth coordinate system and has a radius equal to d4 and thus will be the
point of interest. In this case, the centre of the surface will be the point of interest Pw.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. IGOR: the open-chain robotic manipulator designed at IGMR (a) with spherical wrist;
(b) with non-spherical wrist.

1.3.2. Graph Structure

Any sampling-based planning algorithm is composed of six main subproblem se-
quences as follows: sampling strategy, calculation of metrics, finding neighbours, parent
allocation, strategies for collision detections, and exploration strategy itself [31].

To perform sampling, we use the same procedure as that for the conventional deter-
ministic regular sampling of the C-space. This specific sampling strategy is chosen here,
motivated by the fact that the closure of the dense regular deterministic samples yield C-
space, as each limit sample (interior ∪ boundary samples) in this set represents an adherent
point (or closure point). Denseness implies that the samples can get arbitrarily close to any
configuration of the mechanism [5]. To sample the T -space, we use convex sampling of
the enclosing environment of the manipulator. The vertices of the KG, however, are not
composed merely of any of these samples, but the combinations of information from these
samples (for details see Section 2).

Each vertex on the graph denotes a state (or configuration) of the manipulator. Thus,
the metrics calculation refers to the spatial and/or temporal distances or any other kine-
matic, kinetostatic, or dynamic effort (such as transition in potential energy of the system,
change in manipulability, etc.) that is induced to the system through this state transition.

Neighbouring strategy for the KG is originated in a neighbouring strategy of the
samples from C-space, but in consideration of the vertices of the graph (for details see
Section 2.1). The parent assignment strategies are left to the exploration algorithm, e.g., here,
the back propagation of the A∗.

A discrete search algorithm, such as DIJKSTRA’s algorithm [32], A∗ algorithm [33] or
their modern versions, any-time repairing (ARA∗) [34], lifelong planning A∗ (LPA∗) [35] or
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dynamic A∗ (D∗) [11,36] for deterministic, and rapidly exploring dense-trees (RRT/RDT) [18],
and probabilistic roadmap planners (PRM) [37] for probabilistic methods, realises the explo-
ration strategy of the algorithm in the graph. In this article, we pursue the use of a heuristic
search algorithms on the generated graph, as they provide theoretical guarantees such as
completeness and optimality of the delivered solutions. Moreover, based on the heuristic
function the number of evaluations is limited, as the most effective next actions are chosen,
and thus, the amount of time the algorithm needs to compute a plan will be reduced [38].
Henceforth, for the exploration strategy itself, we use the A∗ search algorithm [33], and no
extension will be proposed to the search algorithm. However, this introduces another sub-
problem that needs to be taken into account: the introduction of an informative heuristic.
Definition of a powerful and informative heuristic can have a tremendous effect on the
quality and predictability or repeatability of the motion (see Sections 3 and 4).

1.3.3. Contribution

The contribution of this article is the presentation of the novel structure of the graph
to be fed to the search algorithm of the sampling-based planning algorithm. We present
the idea of combining information from both the C-space and T -space of the robot for
the construction of a graph structure dubbed Kinematic Graph Gk (Vk, Ek), where the
vertices Vk inherit the information from both C-space and T -space, and edges Ek are
originated from connectivity information from C-space. The KG is to be constructed a
priori. This graph that is developed specifically for mechanisms with open-chain topology,
is proven to keep the promises in Section 1.1. The most important problems are enabling
of the efficient and complete employment of the sampling-based planning algorithm in
higher dimensions, and the guarantee of the feasibility of the planned motion for these
mechanisms. The efficiency of the KG over the C-space-based graphs are presented in
detail in Section 3. To the extent of our knowledge, no graph structure with such premises
based on the combination of the information from the C-space and the T -space of the
robotic manipulators has been presented as of yet. This article extends our conference
manuscript [39] by presenting the detailed algorithm of the construction of the KG which
was visually presented and extensive evaluation of the performance of KG. In this vein,
the comparison between KG and traditional C-space-based graphs is discussed in detail
in Section 3. To facilitate the visualisation of the motion of the mechanisms using KG,
the results are explained in detail using a two-DoF mechanism. The extension of the result
to spatial mechanisms is discussed in the Applications. Moreover, we present approaches to
compute the costs and heuristics and perform collision avoidance and practical illustration
of the implementation of the KG.

2. Materials and Methods

Kinematic graph Gk (Vk, Ek) promotes ideas to meet the challenges of sampling-based
planning algorithm for open-chain mechanisms due to the non-injective surjection of FK by
introducing spatial information from T -space directly into the Vk. Therefore, both C-space
and T -space of the robot should be sampled. In the following, the algorithm to construct
the KG is elaborated in detail.

2.1. Kinematic Graph—The Algorithm

Algorithm 1 requires the kinematical model of the mechanism. The forward kinematic
function K should be provided such that it solves the positioning problem of the point of
interest of the manipulator (end-effector or Pw). Furthermore, the sampling resolution of
the C-space and T -space should be provided. As will be elaborated throughout this Section,
these parameters can be considered to be the regulating parameters for the construction
of the KG. To construct the KG, samples are to be drawn from both the C-space and the
T -space of the robot. Although the same terminology (sampling) is used for both spaces,
the sampling procedure and concept for these spaces are different from each other, to be
discussed in the following. Finally, the reach of the Pw should also be determined.
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Algorithm 1 Construction of kinematic graph Gk (Vk, Ek).
input: K , C-space, q, Cres, Tres, and r
output: Gk (Vk, Ek)

0: N = SampleConfigSpace(q, Cres) . See, e.g., List 2
1: for n ∈ N do
2: n.pos← K (n.q) . K : C → O
3: V = DiscretiseEnvironment(r, Tres) . See, e.g., List 2
4: V = ApproximateTaskSpace(V, N, Tres)
5: Vk = ConstructVertices(V)
6: ConstructkinematicGraph(Vk)
7: procedure ApproximateTaskSpace(V, N, Tres)
8: repeat
9: n = leastn(N)

10: for v ∈ V do
11: if ‖n.pos− v.cent‖∞ ≤

Tres
2 then

12: v.Nv ← v.Nv ∪ {n}
13: until N = ∅
14: return V = {v ∈ V | v.Nv 6= ∅}
15: procedure ConstructVertices(V)
16: cidx ← 0
17: repeat
18: v = leastv(V)
19: repeat
20: n = (v.Nv).randpop()
21: n.cidx ← cidx
22: C← ∅
23: C← C∪ {n}
24: C.cidx ← cidx
25: C.v.cent← v.cent
26: O← neighbours(n) ∩ v.Nv
27: repeat
28: n = O.randpop()
29: n.cidx ← cidx
30: C← C∪ {n}
31: O← (O∪ (neighbours(n) ∩ v.Nv)) \C
32: until O = ∅
33: cidx ← cidx + 1
34: Vk ← Vk ∪ {C}
35: until v.Nv = ∅
36: until V = ∅
37: return Vk

38: procedure ConstructKinematicGraph(Vk)
39: repeat
40: C = Vk.randpop()
41: addVertex(Gk, C)
42: repeat
43: for n ∈ neighbours(NC.randpop()) do
44: C′ = c ∈ Vk : c.cidx = n.cidx
45: if C′ 6= C then
46: addEdge(Gk, e(C , C′))
47: until NC = ∅
48: until Vk = ∅
49: return Gk (Vk, Ek)

First, the C-space should be sampled. As stated in Section 1.3, we use the conventional
deterministic regular sampling of the C-space. To perform the sampling, as described
in procedure SampleConfigSpace in List 2, a function (here meshgridx(•)) is to be defined
such that it generates a regular grid from the elements of the vectors of an input matrix.
The vectors of this matrix should contain the sequence of numbers (∈ R) representing the
discretisation of jth the generalised coordinate of q with the resolution of Cres. The drawn
samples will be treated as objects and are called nodes in the following. The closure of these
nodes yields the set N. Each node n is identified with an index nidx and stores, at this stage,
the generalized coordinates of C-space, i.e., q of the sample it represents. For these nodes, a
neighbouring strategy should then be determined. After samples are drawn from C-space,
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the spatial coordinate of Pw should be stored in each n by applying the forward kinematics
function K (see Algorithm 1, Line 2).

List 2 List of the auxiliary procedures and functions utilised in Algorithm 1.

procedure SampleConfigSpace(q, Cres)
JC ← [ ]
for j ∈ q do

j = discretise(jmin, jmax, Cres)

JC .append(jT)

return N = meshgridx(JC)

discretise(•): returns a sequence of numbers between •1 and •2 with resolution •3 as
a vector.

meshgridx(•): returns the set N via a deterministic regular grid from input matrix •.

procedure DiscretiseEnvironment(r, Tres)
V = meshgridw(r + ε, Tres)
for v ∈ V do

v.Nv ← ∅
return V

meshgridw(•): returns the set V via a convex discretisation of T -space with resolution •.

leastn(N): returns the node n ∈ N with smallest EUCLIDEAN norm of n.pos and
removes it from N.

leastv(V): returns the voxel v ∈ V with smallest EUCLIDEAN norm of v.cent and
removes it from V.

•.randpop(): returns a randomly selected member from the set • and removes it from
the set •.

neighbours(n): returns a set containing the neighbour nodes of node n, based on
neighbouring strategy in C.

addVertex(G, v): adds the vertex v to the graph G.

addEdge(G, e(v1 , v2)): adds the edge e between the vertices v1 and v2 in the graph G.

After sampling the C-space, the O-space should be sampled. The cardinal character
of this space, in conjunction with its relationship with C-space via K , motivates the
sampling via convex discretisation of O-space (see procedure DiscretiseEnvironment in
List 2). Therefore, a function meshgridw(•) should be defined that basically works with the
same logic as that of function meshgridx(•) and returns the closure of the voxels objects v in
a set V. Voxels are determined with their centroids. Note, however, that these voxels should
be guaranteed to spatially enclose the reach r of the point Pw. Hence, in case of the regular
cubic discretisation of O-space, a value ε should be added to r, i.e., the discretisation of
O-space should enclose the sphere with radius r + ε. As a final touch for the preparation
of the voxels, to each voxel v, a set v.Nv is allocated that contains the transformed nodes
from C-space (K : C → O) and is initialised to the empty set ∅.

Next, the T -space of the mechanism can be approximated as the set of voxels that are
occupied with nodes, based on information from n.pos (see procedure ApproximateTaskSpace
in Algorithm 1). To determine the nodes that belong to each voxel, an assignment strategy
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should be determined. For voxels of a cubical shape, infinity norm (‖•‖∞) can be used
(see Algorithm 1 Line 11f). Ties can be broken arbitrarily. Here, according to the definition
of the function leastn(N) in List 2, ties are broken in favour of the voxel with a smaller
EUCLIDEAN norm of the centroid of the voxel v.cent. The closure of the nodes in each voxel
forms the set v.Nv and is to be added as an attribute to the voxel object. Finally, the set of
voxels V can be reduced to the set of occupied voxels, i.e.,

V = {v ∈ V | v.Nv 6= ∅}. (1)

Now, the closure of V forms the approximated T -space.
Construction of the vertices of the Gk, i.e., Vk
Whereas the representation of the nodes in C-space has a “nice” regular distribu-

tion, the distribution of the transformed nodes in T -space is rather disarranged, for K is
generally a nonlinear function. Moreover, the non-injective surjection of K transforms
the nodes from “different neighbourhoods” of C-space to the “same neighbourhood” (re-
spectively, same spot) in T -space. The concept behind the KG is to find these “clusters”
based on information from both C-space and T -space and store them as the vertices of the
Gk, i.e., Vk, and connect them to each other via information from C-space and store the
connectivity information as the edges of the Gk, i.e., Ek). First, we start with finding the
clusters in each voxel. The procedure ConstructVertices in Algorithm 1 illustrates the logic
of clustering. The logic is as follows: in each voxel (T -space information) find and cluster all the
nodes that are continuously connected to each other in C-space (C-space information), that is, you
can traverse between them continuously in C-space. The clustering of the samples from C-space
is valid, because (i) the joints of the robot are assumed to move continuously and (ii) KG
is constructed a priori, hence the entire C-space is assumed to be Cfree (see Section 3.4 for
performing collision avoidance in KG). To ease the bookkeeping of the clusters and later
the procedure of finding edges between the clusters, we use an index cidx to be assigned
to each cluster and to each node that belong to these clusters. Then, we iterate through
the nodes of each voxel in the set V. This is elaborated in the second repeat loop in the
procedure ConstructVertices in Algorithm 1. For each voxel, we initialise a cluster with ∅
and add the set {cidx, v.cent} to it. Then, we draw/remove a random node from the voxel.
This will be the initial stage of gathering the nodes in this cluster. This node is added to
the cluster, along with all the C-space neighbours of this node that also belong to v.Nv, to a
temporary set called the open set O, of the nodes for clustering, i.e.,

O← neighbours(n) ∩ v.Nv. (2)

Then, we repeat the same process, but this time over the elements of O, while skipping
the addition of the already existing nodes in this cluster, i.e.,

O← (O∪ (neighbours(n) ∩ v.Nv)) \C, (3)

until there are no more neighbour nodes to be found in this voxel (see the third repeat
loop in the procedure ConstructVertices in Algorithm 1). Note that the implementation
of procedure ConstructVertices in Algorithm 1 is basically the breadth-first search (BFS),
with the termination condition that the nodes should be neighbour of each other in the
C-space. Then, we add the cluster (which is a set of nodes on its own) to the set of Vk and
repeat the process for the remaining nodes in the voxel, until it is empty. Then, we iterate
over all voxels of V.

Observe the following important properties:

• The KG abstracts the samples from C-space to the clusters of the samples from C-space
that reach the voxels in T -space with different configurations;

• Each cluster belongs to merely one voxel in T -space.

Note that the essential limitation of the sampling-based planning algorithm ap-
plies. Generally, the collisions can effectively be checked only for the available clusters
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of the samples, and not for the path segments connecting them to each other. There
are, however, effective methods developed to check the collision in path segments (see,
e.g., [5], Section 5.3.4).

Construction of the edges of the Gk, i.e., Ek
The final step to be taken for construction of Gk is finding the connectivity between

clusters and form the Ek. The logic is illustrated in procedure ConstructKinematicGraph in
Algorithm 1. The logic is as follows: for each cluster, find all the clusters in Vk that contain at
least one node that is a neighbour of a node in the cluster in C-space (C-space information). This
test can be performed easily using the index cidx that has been stored in the clusters and
nodes during the construction of the vertices. Thus, the neighbour clusters of a cluster are
those that have an identical cidx to the nodes in the clusters, i.e.,

C′ = c ∈ Vk : c.cidx = n.cidx. (4)

If this is a different cluster, add an edge to Ek, connecting C and C′, while avoiding
duplications (see procedure ConstructKinematicGraph in Algorithm 1, Line 38f and function
addEdge(Gk, e(C , C′)) in List 2). Iterate over the clusters of Vk and the nodes or neighbour
nodes in the cluster returned by function neighbours(n) (see List 2).

3. Discussion

Evaluation of the kinematic graph will be performed in this section for both the KG
on its own and the performance of the planned motion based on the path generated using
the KG on planar and spatial mechanisms. The software was developed in Python using
the graph-tool python library [40]. We determine what sort of cost and heuristic functions
can be utilised based on the structure of the vertices and the edges of the KG, Gk (Vk, Ek).

3.1. Shape of the Kinematic Graph

The KG contains the information from both C-space and T -space, and thus can be
plotted in both spaces. An exemplarily sketch of the KG is depicted in Figure 5 in Section 3.4.
Figure 5a demonstrates the plot of the graph based on the average CARTESIAN coordinates
of the Pw in T -space. To make the overlaying vertices Vk (clusters) visible, a small offset is
imposed. Figure 5b demonstrates the KG in C-space, which can also be interpreted as the
“unfolded” version of the KG in T -space. An overview of the colour coding related to the
search algorithm is presented in Section 3.4.

3.2. Computational Complexity

Theoretical worst-time computational complexity, with the assumption that the algo-
rithm has to explore the entire graph to find the optimal solution, of the search algorithms is
O(bd). In this expression, b is the branching factor and is determined by the average number
of neighbours, or successors, of a vertex in the graph in which the search is performed,
and d is the solution depth, that is, the shortest path between the start and the goal vertices.
This notation may seem to be not of much use though, except that, due to the exponential
relation between b and d, it is clear that solving problems with significant b and d values, as
in the case of sampling-based planning algorithm for robotic manipulators with articulated
arms, becomes computationally intangible. This fact is the most referenced barrier of
utilisation of such algorithms for manipulation problems (see Section 1.1). This worst-time
computational complexity provides us, however, with some intuition to evaluate the KG.

3.2.1. Branching Factor

Based on the MOORE neighbourhood strategy, the number of neighbours of a state
in a two-dimensional (2D) problem, e.g., the positioning problem of a planar mechanism
or a holonomic mobile robot, is eight. This is implied from the fact that the state of
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each dimension can remain unchanged or can move in positive and negative directions
(restrictions apply at the boundaries). Hence, the simple formula of

b = |succ_states|dim − 1, (5)

where |succ_states| is the number of the successor states of each one-dimensional action
that can be derived to evaluate the average number of neighbours of a state (for a 2D
problem: b = 32 − 1 = 8).

Obviously, the branching factor increases exponentially. For a three-dimensional (3D)
problem, the branching factor will be b = 33 − 1 = 26. In the case of 6D manipulation
problems, the branching factor will be b = 36 − 1 = 726. The essential effect of dividing
the problem into positioning and orientation and applying the sampling-based planning
algorithm for the positioning problem, can now be inferred.

3.2.2. Solution Depth

The significant reduction in the dimension of the problem based on the clustering
can basically be deduced from Algorithm 1. In this Section, we attempt to present a
quantification of this result. Let us consider a planar two-DoF mechanism. Although the
topology of the C-space of this mechanism is of non-EUCLIDEAN shape (it has the shape of
a torus), it can be parametrised and represented as a 2D EUCLIDEAN space, with axes of θ1
and θ2. The construction of the KG can be regulated based on two parameters: Cres and Tres.
For the sake of simplicity, let us consider the same limits for the joints of the mechanism,{

θ1, θ2
}
∈
{
[−π, π]T, [−π, π]T

}
. A specific number of joint values (|jv|) will be generated,

based on deterministic regular discretisation of the joint range and Cres. For instance,
for Cres = π, |jv|{Cres =π} = 3. Let us consider three different Cres = 2.0◦, 1.0◦, and 0.5◦.
Then, |jv|{Cres = 2.◦} = 181, |jv|{Cres = 1.◦} = 361, and |jv|{Cres = .5◦} = 721.

The first step of the construction of the KG is generating a C-space graph, GC (VC , EC).
Based on the MOORE neighbourhood strategy, the number of vertices (|VC |) and edges
(|EC |) of this graph can be computed as follows (note that this is physically an undi-
rected graph) [41]:

|VC | = |jv|2, (6)

and,
|EC | = 4|jv|2 − 6|jv| + 2. (7)

Thus, |VC |{Cres = 2.◦} = 32,761, |VC |{Cres = 1.◦} = 130,321, and |VC |{Cres = .5◦} = 519,841.
Also, |EC |{Cres = 2.◦} = 129,960, |EC |{Cres = 1.◦} = 519,120, and |EC |{Cres = .5◦} = 20,570,440.

Now we continue to generate the Gk (Vk, Ek) by regulating the second parameter,
Tres. We consider four different Tres = 0.1m (coarse) , 0.05m, 0.03m, and 0.01m (fine).
The number of the vertices and edges, |Vk| and |Ek| respectively, generated via Algorithm
1 and the relation between the number of the dimensions of Gk and the underlying GC are
summarised in Table 1. For the examples in the following sections, the applied resolutions
for contraction of the KG are Cres = 1. and Cres = 0.05.

For most (almost all well-determined) pairs of Cres and Tres the values of the third
and fifth columns are rather small, suggesting that the KG, Gk, is much smaller than its
underlying joint space graph, GC . This is, however, not a surprising result, and merely a
quantification of the logic of construction of the KG. This also has a tremendous effect on
the reduction in the storage size of the KG, enabling us to store more information, such
as the ones that are necessary for direct collision checks in T -space and hence preventing
overhead computation time for calling K functions in online applications.
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Table 1. Quantified evaluation of the size of the KG.

Cres | Tres |Vk| |Vk|
|VC |

|Ek| |Ek|
|EC |

2. | 0.1 581 0.0177 1745 0.0134
2. | 0.05 2441 0.0745 7289 0.0561
2. | 0.03 6579 0.2008 23,153 0.1782
2. | 0.01 30,561 0.9328 120,303 0.9257
1. | 0.1 601 0.0046 1760 0.0034
1. | 0.05 2389 0.0183 7134 0.0137
1. | 0.03 6534 0.0501 19,597 0.0377
1. | 0.01 64,348 0.4937 237,516 0.4575
0.5 | 0.1 577 0.0011 1704 8.3e-5
0.5 | 0.05 2353 0.0045 7031 0.0003
0.5 | 0.03 6510 0.0125 19,635 0.0009
0.5 | 0.01 57,827 0.1112 183,843 0.0089

3.3. Cost and Heuristic Functions

To calculate the costs of the transitions between different states C and C′ (where C′ is
a successor of C, i.e., C′ ∈ succ(C)) and the heuristic functions (which estimate the cost of
the shortest path from each state to reach the goal), metric functions are to be determined
(see Section 1.3.2) that are quantitatively dependent on the states themselves. Logically, the
first pair of choices to be stored in each state are the averaged values of the CARTESIAN

coordinates of the Pw
C.pos = NC.pos, (8)

and joint states
C.q = q(NC). (9)

Moreover, the average CARTESIAN coordinates of any critical point on the mechanism
can also be stored, as an example of such, the CARTESIAN coordinates of the elbow of
the articulated arm. This specific information will help twofold: (i) checking the collision
states directly in T -space (see Section 3.4) and (ii) determining the influence of the arm
orientation during the planning for the orientation problem of the wrist.

The above local information can be utilised to determine the cost and heuristic func-
tions based on different distance metrics, such as the EUCLIDEAN norm in the corresponding
spaces. In addition to this local information, any other indicator based on kinetic, kinematic,
or kinetostatic performance criteria can be stored in the KG to achieve a desired motion.
It is important to note that the heuristic-based search algorithms require admissible and
consistent heuristic functions. This is fulfilled when the amount of the heuristic function in
each state does not overestimate the cost of the shortest path from each state to reach the
goal and consequently amounts to zero at the goal state.

The commonly used evaluation criteria in the literature are predominantly devoted to
the kinetostatic performance values, specifically the manipulability of the robotic manipula-
tors (see, e.g., [30], Section 5.8). These criteria are fundamentally functions of the JACOBIAN

matrix of the manipulators, J, and can generally be split into positional and orientational
parts. The geometrical shape of these manipulabilities are ellipses (2D) or ellipsoids (3D).
The direction and the length of the principal semi-axes of these ellipses/ellipsoids evaluate
the quality of velocity transmission in the corresponding directions. Hence, this provides
us with a good measurement for evaluate the distance to the singularities (where the
area/volume vanishes) and the directions that lead to them. There can be different mea-
sures defined for quantifying the manipulability ellipsoids based on the singular values of
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J, i.e., the eigenvalues of J JT. The computationally favourable index is the area/volume of
the ellipses/ellipsoids, which amounts to

µ =

√∣∣∣J JT
∣∣∣, (10)

where |•| refers to the determinant of the matrix • ([14], Section 5.4). Henceforth, in the
balance of this article we refer to this measure when the manipulability of mechanism
is mentioned.

Based on different metrics that one may use in the planning process, distinct evolution
of configurational motion is expected for the motions with similar start configurations to
the goal posture of the end-effector. Furthermore, the computation time, i.e., the amount
of the exploration of the search space to find the optimal motion, is primarily dependent
on the selected criteria. Figure 2 demonstrate four different motions of a two-DoF planar
mechanism with similar start configurations and the goal postures of the end-effector.
The trace of the path of the end-effector (τ : [0, 1] → T ) is demonstrated with solid lines
evolving from green to grey. Obviously, these heuristic function fulfil the conditions of
the admissibility of the heuristic functions for the heuristic-based search algorithms in the
corresponding spaces in which they are defined.
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Figure 2. The motion of a two-DoF planar mechanism. (a) Cost and heuristic functions: distance in
T -space. (b) Cost and heuristic functions: distance in C-space. (c,d) Cost and heuristic functions:
combination of the distance in T -space and the linear manipulability of the mechanism.

When the costs and heuristic functions are set to be the distances in C-space, merely
8.36% of the search space is explored. This amount rises to 17.34% for the case of T -space
exploration. It should be noted that, as mentioned in Section 1.1, it is desired not to call
on the IK. However, this is necessary to be able to calculate the C-based heuristics in this
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scenario. Here, in this example and the example shown in Figures 4b and 6b, we use the
C-based heuristics just for demonstrative purposes. Nevertheless, it is observable in the
literature that these heuristics has been utilised often. This is not of a great importance in
practical scenarios, however, because the KG enables us to use powerful heuristics based
on T -space and other performance criteria of the mechanisms.

Now, let us consider a combinatorial pair of costs and heuristics: distance travelled
in T -space and the manipulability of the mechanism. Here, special attention should be
devoted to this combination. The main task of the heuristic function is guiding the search
towards the goal posture of the end-effector, where the function’s value is zero. This seems
to be trivial in the context of heuristic functions that are a function of the distances travelled
in C-space and T -space: the functions sink towards the goals, and the distance yet to be
travelled to reach the goal at the goal posture of the end-effector is zero. The distributions
of the manipulability in T -space are, however, geometrically in hyperbolic shapes of
different dimensions. Hence, a simple distance function leads the search either to the
portions of the T -space with higher manipulabilities or even to singularities. Nonetheless,
a combination is very beneficial. For instance, we can exploit the distance function in T -
space to provide information on the direction of the exploration towards the goal and ensure
the admissibility of the heuristic function and a reformed manipulability function to guide
the search towards the portions of the T -space with higher manipulabilities. Examples of
such are

C
(
C, C′

)
=
∥∥C.pos − C′.pos

∥∥2
2

(
µmax − µ

(
C′.q

))
, (11)

and
H (C) =

∥∥Pwg.pos − C.pos
∥∥2

2(µmax − µ(C.q)), (12)

with Pwg.pos and ‖•‖2 representing the goal postures of the points Pw and l2 EUCLIDEAN

norm, respectively. Alternatively, the inverse of the maximum manipulability (of course
not at and near the configuration singularities) can be used. The flow of the heuristic for the
combinatorial case of Figure 2d is illustrated in Figure 3. The arrows and the dotted line on
the diagrams show, qualitatively sketched, the path of the end-effector (in the C-space and
the T -space, respectively) that the planner outputs. Note that the amount of heuristic at
the goal posture of the end-effector is equal to zero. In this case, 20.91% of the search space
was explored. Qualitatively, however, this motion is the most “natural” motion generated
amongst the previous motions.

(a) (b)

Hmin

Hmax

Figure 3. The flow of heuristic as combination of distance in T -space and linear manipulability of
two-DoF mechanism. (a) T -space representation. (b) C-space representation.
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3.4. Collision Avoidance

In the conventional approaches of sampling-based planning algorithm, explicit trans-
formations of the obstacles from O-space to C-space are not performed. Instead, BOOLEAN

checks should be conducted to examine whether a specific configuration causes any col-
lision in O-space. Hence, a call to K is inevitable. Geometrical relations are followed to
determine the spatial occupation of the bodies of the mechanism.

When planning using the KG, we are able to store the necessary information of critical
points of the mechanism (see Section 3.3). The construction of the KG is conducted a priori,
and thus, in online applications the BOOLEAN collision checks reduce to the geometrical
calculations to determine the spatial occupation of the mechanism that can be directly
performed in O-space. Therefore, planning using KG outperforms conventional planning
in C-space in terms of computational efficiency for collision detection in online single-
query applications.

Figure 4 demonstrates cases where there is a O-space obstacle in the T -space of the
mechanism. For this scenario, it is not possible to plan a feasible motion using purely the
T -space information. The meaning of the colours are the same as those in Section 3.3.
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Figure 4. The motions of two-DoF planar mechanism in presence of a O-space obstacle; (a) Cost
and heuristic functions: distance in T -space. (b) Cost and heuristic functions: distance in C-space.
(c,d) Cost and heuristic functions: combination of the distance in T -space and the linear manipulabil-
ity of the mechanism.

To provide the reader with a better intuition on the KG and the result of the search,
Figure 5 details the results of the plan of Figure 4d. In this demonstration, the obstacle
is mapped entirely into the KG, and the collision check does not follow the instruction
described above for online single-query applications. The black vertices are those that cause
collision with obstacles, the green vertices are those that are expanded during the search,
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and the yellow vertices are those that are met (are in priority queue) but not expanded.
The paths are shown in red.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Demonstration of the complete KG Gk (Vk, Ek), involving search results for the example
of Figure 4d. (a) Demonstration of the KG in T -space (for the vertices with the same CARTESIAN

coordinate a small offset is imposed to avoid complete overlap). (b) Demonstration of the KG
in C-space.

Close investigation of these figures reveal the properties of the KG detailed in the
balance of this article. As an example, observe the vertices with the same T -space CARTE-
SIAN coordinate (i.e., the overlay in T -space), of which some may cause collision (with
configurational interpretation of “elbow-down” in this case) and some may lie on the path
(with configurational interpretation of “elbow-up” in this case).

3.5. Limitation of Kinematic Graph
3.5.1. “Holes” in the Kinematic Graph

The construction of the KG is subject to the regulation of two parameters: Cres and Tres.
Whereas Cres determines with which and how many, if any, configurations the structure
reaches the spatial regions of the T -space, Tres determines the size of the clusters. If there are
no configurations that reach a specific segment of the T -space where voxels are generated
based on Tres, these voxels remain empty, which results in generation of “holes” in the
T -space representation of the KG. This phenomenon occurs basically when the C-space
is sampled “coarsely” and the T -space is sampled “finely”. This can lead to a problem
where no start index can be found in the KG in the case that the point Pw lies on a “hole”
at the start configuration of the mechanism because this voxel does not belong to the
approximated T -space, i.e., no index cidx can be found to start the search.

3.5.2. Sparsity in Configuration Space

A feasible path is the one that can be traced by the mechanism, that is, the one that
takes the physical limitation of the actuators of the mechanism into consideration. The path
planner, hence, should generate paths that correspond to configurational executable mo-
tions of the mechanism from the start configuration to the goal posture of the end-effector.
Due to the clustering process, the C-space representation of the KG can be sparse in the
vicinity of the configuration singularities of the mechanism. This phenomenon can be
comprehended by inspection of Figure 5b. The reason for this phenomenon is the small
change in the position of point Pw in the C-space in the vicinity of the singularities. As the
clustering was performed based on the movements encoded in the T -space, if a path tra-
verses in the vicinity of a configuration singularity, or passes through it, moving from one
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cluster to the next, it demands large steps in the C-space. This may lead to violation of the
physical limitation of the actuators of the mechanism. It is worthwhile to mention that this
is an essential limitation due to the configuration singularity of the mechanism and can be
mitigated by performing interpolation on the generated path segments in post-processing
steps. Besides that, collision avoidance in the path segments should be given due attention
(see, e.g., [5], Section 5.3.4).

3.5.3. Completeness

The method developed in this article is primarily suitable for the positioning problem
of robotic manipulators. The consideration of the problem as a decentralised problem for
positioning and orientation is given, based on the discussions of Section 1.1. As discussed
in Section 3.2.1, this has a significant effect on the simplification of the problem. How-
ever, when solving the problem for the whole manipulator (regional and local structure),
the completeness of the algorithm can be guaranteed merely for the positioning problem.
This is, however, a theoretical limitation, and not a practical one [20].

4. Applications

Application of the KG will be extended in this section to the more practical cases of
robotic manipulators, specifically the ones introduces in Section 1.3. We mention different
practical issues that the reader may face during the implementation of the KG and convey
the experienced best practices to facilitate the implementation of KG.

4.1. Implementation for Spatial Robotic Manipulators

Let us start with examples that demonstrate the application of the KG for spatial
manipulators. For the examples in this section, we again consider the same cost and
heuristic functions introduced in Section 3.3.

In the examples, we simulate a relatively cluttered environment to challenge the
search algorithm (see Figure 6a). The meaning of the colours are the same as those in
Section 3.3. A quick comparison of the results of these experiments reveal some similarities
with those demonstrated in Figure 2. For instance, when the costs and heuristics are set
to be the minimum distance travelled in C-space, the manipulator tends to move across
the borders of its O-space, minimizing the movements in C-space while sacrificing the
manipulability. The behaviour in the case of minimum distance travelled in T -space is also
comparable to that of the 2D scenario, moving in the vicinity of the base of the manipulator.
Additionally, the combination of cost and heuristic functions based on T -space information
and manipulability of the manipulator results in the most “natural” and “predictable”
behaviour of the manipulator.

4.2. Best Practices for Implementation of the Kinematic Graph
4.2.1. Finding the Start Index in the Kinematic Graph

In the initial configuration (qi), the CARTESIAN position of point Pw may not be of
much use to determine the start index in KG, as there may be several vertices (clusters) at
the same position (due to reachability of the position with several configurations). In this
case, the start index cidx is the answer to the optimisation function

cidx = arg min
cidx

(qi −C.q). (13)

4.2.2. Finding the Goal Vertex When Planning in Configuration Space

If the CARTESIAN posture of the goal (Pwg.pos) is determined in T -space but the
attempt is to plan a path in the C-space, the voxel v in which the goal posture finds itself
can be found via ∥∥Pwg.pos− v.cent

∥∥
∞ ≤

Tres

2
. (14)
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The vertices with the same v.cent are the potential goal vertices in the KG, and the one
with the least EUCLIDEAN norm of the distance from qi to C.q (minimal geodesic on C) is
the actual goal vertex in the C-space, if the minimal geodesic is collision-free. This may be
helpful when the calculation of heuristic functions from C-space is desirable.

(b)

(a)

x y
z

x y
z

x y
z

(c) (d)

goal
start
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start

goal
start

Figure 6. Examples of implementation of the sampling-based planning algorithm for the spatial
robotic manipulator IGOR. (a) The oblique view of the experimental set up. (b) Cost and heuristic
functions: distance in C-space. Amount of exploration: 22.66% of the KG (the output path of the Pw

in the T -space is shown in Figure (a) in dark green). (c) Cost and heuristic functions: distance in
T -space. Amount of exploration: 4.69% of the KG (the output path of the Pw in the T -space is shown
in Figure (a) in light green); (d) Combination of distance in T -space and linear manipulabilities of the
mechanism based on (12). Amount of exploration: 11.3% of the KG (the output path of the Pw in the
T -space is shown in Figure (a) in orange).

4.2.3. Defining the Stop Criteria When Planning Explicitly in Task Space

The planning procedure returns a path when some condition at the goal posture of
the end-effector is satisfied. If the goal posture is explicitly given as Pwg.pos, then the
computation of the path is concluded when∥∥C.v.cent − Pwg.pos

∥∥2
2 ≤ δ, (15)

with δ being a small positional tolerance. This is the case for the mechanisms designed for
positioning tasks.

4.2.4. Defining the Stop Criteria When Planning Implicitly in Task Space

When the goal posture is not given explicitly but the complete posture of the end-
effector is, then two conditions should be satisfied:
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• The position of the end-effector (ee.pos) should be reachable from Pwg.pos, i.e., ee.pos
should be on the surface of the sphere/torus-shaped manifold covering point Pw;

• The collision of the wrist with the articulated arm should be addressed. This check
can be performed using the position of the elbow.

4.2.5. Reaching the Goal

When the goal posture of the manipulator is given explicitly in the T -space, it is not
likely that the Pwg.pos coincides with a vertex of the KG. Nevertheless, the output can
be considered as a “perfect” initial guess for the numerical solution of the goal posture.
A better practice is, however, using kinematic control loops (see, e.g., [15]). This is done by
feeding the post processed path from the sampling-based planning algorithm with the KG
by combining it with the motion plan of the wrist into the kinematic control loop.

5. Conclusions

In this article, we have presented a detailed introduction to the structure of novel
graph dubbed Kinematic Graph KG. We have analysed the performance of the KG and
have shown that the KG holds the premises arisen from the motivation of developing it,
including, but not limited to, the following:

• Any path that is generated using the KG is guaranteed to correspond to a feasible
motion that is kinematically and configurationally feasible for the robotic manipulator
to execute (however, the issues of collision avoidance in path segments should be
considered). That is, planning using the KG is not affected by the hindrances due to
the non-injective surjection of the forward kinematics function for mechanisms with
open-chain topology, such as robotic manipulators with articulated arms;

• Using the KG, it is possible to effectively employ sampling-based planning algorithm
for robotic manipulators, i.e., the problem of higher dimensions;

• Using the KG, it is possible to employ cost and heuristic functions for heuristic search
algorithms from the combination of the information from C-space and T -space of the
robotic manipulators.

Up to now, we have employed cost and heuristic functions based on the distances
in EUCLIDEAN spaces of C-space representation and T -space. In our future research, we
will attempt to integrate the costs and heuristics based on kinetic and potential energy in
sampling-based planning algorithm using KG.
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Nomenclature
The following list of symbols is used in this manuscript:

Symbol Description
C Configuration space
Cfree Free C, Cfree , C \ Cobs
Cres Sampling resolution of C
cent Centroid of the voxel in O
C Cluster of nodes in voxel
cidx Index of a cluster
c A cluster in the set of the cluster objects
C The amount of the cost function
e An edge of a graph
E The edges of a graph
Ek The edges of the Kinematic Graph
G A graph
Gk The Kinematic Graph
H The amount of the heuristic function
K Forward kinematics (K : C → T )
µ Linear manipulability
N Set of node objects
n A node ∈ N
nidx Index of a node
NC Set of nodes in a cluster C
O Open set of nodes for clustering
Pw The centre point of the wrist
pos CARTESIAN coordinate of the node in O-space
q Generalized coordinates of C
r Reach of the point Pw
R Field of real numbers
T Task space
Tres Sampling resolution of T
v A vertex of a graph
V The vertices of a graph
Vk The vertices of the Kinematic Graph
V Set of voxel objects
v A voxel ∈ V
v.Nv Set of nodes in a voxel v
O Environment (World)
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